This paper presents Similo, an automated scalable framework for control logic forensics in industrial control systems. Similo is designed to investigate denial of engineering operations (DEO) attacks, recently demonstrated to hide malicious control logic in a programmable logic controller (PLC) at field sites from an engineering software (at control center). The network traffic (if captured) contains substantial evidence to investigate DEO attacks including manipulation of control logic. Laddis, a state-of-the-art forensic approach for DEO attacks, is a binary-logic decompiler for the Allen-Bradley's RSLogix engineering software and MicroLogix 1400 PLC. It is developed with extensive manual reverse engineering effort of the underlying proprietary network protocol and the binary control logic. Unfortunately, Laddis is not scalable and requires similar efforts to extend on other engineering software/PLCs. The proposed solution, Similo, is based on the observation that engineering software of different vendors are equipped with decompilers. Similo is a virtual-PLC framework that integrates the decompilers with their respective (previously-captured) ICS network traffic of control logic. It recovers the binary logic into a high-level source code (of the programming languages defined by IEC 61131-3 standard) automatically. Similo can work with both proprietary/open protocols without requiring protocol specifications and the binary formats of control logic. Thus, it is scalable to different ICS vendors. We evaluate Similo on three PLCs of two ICS vendors, i.e. MicroLogix 1400, MicroLogix 1100, and Modicon M221. These PLCs support proprietary protocols and the control logics written in two programming languages: Ladder Logic and Instruction List. The evaluation results show that Similo can accurately reconstruct a control logic from an ICS network traffic and can be used to investigate the DEO attacks effectively.
Introduction
Industrial control systems (ICS) monitor and control our critical infrastructures such as nuclear plant and gas pipelines. These systems were originally designed to be isolated environments with limited access to the outer world. Increasingly, they are now connected to the Internet and corporate networks, thereby making them vulnerable to cyber attacks [3, 18, 10, 19] .
Unfortunately, the current forensic capabilities are insufficient to investigate cyberattacks on ICS environments because these environments are significantly different from traditional IT systems [1, 2] . They are connected with physical processes, have the critical requirement of high availability, and use resourceconstrained computing devices, legacy operating system, and proprietary network protocols.
An ICS consists of control center and field sites. The control center runs ICS services such as human machine interface (HMI), historian, and engineering workstation. The fields sites have physical process, and computing devices such as sensors, actuators, and programmable logic controllers (PLCs). A PLC maintains a desired actuator state by a control logic and observing the current state of a physical processes using sensor data. The PLC also communicates the sensor data and actuator state to control center over a communication channel. Similo can engage an engineering software using an ICS network traffic dump of a control logic including session establishment, echo messages and transferring of the control logic in the traffic dump to an engineering software. This results in a correct reconstruction and transformation of a control logic into a source-code. We further recreate DEO attacks on these PLCs and engineering software and utilize Similo to investigate them successfully.
Background

Control Logic
Programmable Logic Controller. PLCs are embedded devices that reside on field-sites to control and monitor physical processes directly. A PLC has input and output modules. The input module connects input devices such as sensors that provide temperature and pressure in a pipeline, level of liquid in a tank, etc. The output module connects with actuators to maintain the desired state of a physical process. The control logic in a PLC processes the input to set the output. A PLC also supports network communication (such as Ethernet or serial port) to communicate with the ICS services in control center such as engineering software. PLC Programming. IEC 61131-3 defines five languages to write a control logic. These languages can be divided into two categories, i) Textual, and ii) Graphical. Structured text, and Instruction list are textual while Ladder Logic, Functional Block Diagram, and Sequential Function Chart are graphical. Note that for the purpose of evaluation, we select one language from each category i.e Ladder logic (graphical) and Instruction List (textual). Ladder Logic. Ladder logic is a graphical language and is derived from Relay Logic. The program is defined in the form of a graphical diagram. A horizontal line in a Ladder logic program is called rung. A rung comprises of a number of input and output instructions. An instruction defines an operation to be performed by the processor [4] . Figure 1a is a ladder logic program consisting of one rung and two instructions: 1) XIC (Examine if closed) on left is associated with the input address I:0/0, 2) TON (timer on delay) on right. The timer instruction has three attributes, i) time base (the unit of time, 1.0 means one second). ii) Preset (maximum time to wait). iii) Accumulator (the time that has passed). It also has two control bits, EN (enable) and DN (Done).
When the program executes and the XIC is true, it will start the timer and EN will become true. The preset is 6 and the time-base is one second. When the timer completes 6 seconds, the DN bit turns to true and the accumulator is changed to the preset value.
Instruction List. Unlike Ladder Logic, Instruction List resembles assembly language consisting of sequence of instructions. Figure 1b shows an equivalent program in Figure 1a . The first instruction BLK is the start of the timer function block. The second instruction, LD (load operator) looks for close edge contact, which is associated with the input %I0.0. The contact is closed when bit %I0.0 is 1. The following instructions are as follows: IN represents the input of Timer function block; Out BLK wires the output of timer; Q represents the output of timer, and it becomes 1 when the timer expires; ST is store operator, which is equivalent to a coil in ladder logic and takes the value of previous logic and is used to store output. Finally, END BLK represents the end of the timer function block [12] .
When the program executes and LD is true, it sets IN true and starts the timer. The timer has a time-base of 1 second and preset of 6 second. When the timer completes 6 seconds, it sets Q (output of timer) true and then both LD and Q go into ST. LD and Q are in series. When both LD and Q are true, it will turn the output ST true.
Denial of Engineering Operations (DEO) Attack
Recently, Senthivel et al. [16] present denial of engineering operation (DEO) attacks that jeopardize an engineering software's capabilities to perform remotemaintenance on a PLC. They demonstrate the attacks on Allen-Bradley Mi-croLogix 1400-B and RSlogix 500 (engineering software). (Figure 2) , an attacker performs a man-in-themiddle between a target PLC and an engineering workstation (the computer running an engineering software). When the control engineer downloads a control logic program to a compromised PLC, the attacker intercepts the communications and infects this control logic by replacing some part of the code with malicious logic before forwarding it to the PLC. Similarly, when the control engineer tries to upload the control logic from the PLC, the attacker intercepts the traffic and replaces the infected logic with the original code. In this way, the control engineer remains unaware of the malicious control logic running on the PLC.
Consider the ladder logic program in Figure 1a , the timer controls the yellow light in a traffic light signal. The attacker modifies the preset value from 6 seconds to 80 seconds when the program is downloaded to the PLC of the signal. When a control engineer attempts to retrieve the program from the PLC, the attacker intercepts the traffic and change the preset back to its original value i.e., 6.
2) DEO Attack II. DEO II is similar to the DEO 1 in that the attacker performs a man-in-middle between the engineering workstation and PLC, intercepts the communication, and manipulate the traffic as it passes through the attacker's machine. However, in DEO II (Figure 3 ), the attacker replaces the original code with random (noise) data such as 0xFFFF. When an engineering software receives the malformed logic, it fails to decompile.
Challenges in DEO Forensic Investigation
For a forensic investigation of DEO attacks, the network traffic (if captured) contains substantial evidence including manipulation of control logic. The challenge is to reconstruct and transform the binary control logic (in the traffic dump) into its high-level source code. Unfortunately, binary control-logic does not have a standard open format (such as Linux ELF) to allow a generic decompiler. ICS vendors define their binary control-logic representations. Often, each vendor has multiple binary representations across their different engineering software to program different types of PLCs.
Recall that IEC 61131-3 standard defines five programming languages for PLCs (such as Structured Text, and Ladder Logic) [9] . An engineering software often supports only one or two languages. Thus, binary logic must be transformed into their respective high-level languages for forensic investigation, mak-ing the transformation more challenging. Lastly, the engineering software and PLCs communicate using different ICS protocols that may be proprietary or may use an open protocol with an embedded proprietary protocol layer. Thus, reconstruction of binary control logic from a network traffic capture requires extensive manual reverse engineering of the proprietary protocols.
The closest effort in this direction to develop forensic investigation capabilities for control logic is Laddis [16] , which is a binary-logic decompiler for the Allen-Bradleys RSLogix engineering software and MicroLogix PLC series. Laddis is developed with the manual reverse engineering of the PCCC protocol and the binary representation of the high-level ladder logic program written in RSLogix. Unfortunately, Laddis is not scalable and requires similar efforts to extend on other engineering software/PLCs.
Problem Statement
Given an ICS network traffic dump of a control logic, our goal is to reconstruct and transform the binary control logic (in the traffic dump) into its high-level source code. Considering the challenges outlined in Section 2.3, a practical solution should address at least two basic requirements:
Automation. The solution must be automated to achieve a high-level source code of a low-level binary control logic in a network traffic without human intervention including reverse engineering of a proprietary ICS protocol and a binary representation of a high-level control logic.
Scalability. The solution must be scalable to multiple vendor products including engineering software (used to create a control logic), proprietary ICS protocols, and PLCs.
Similo -A virtual PLC Framework
Overview of Similo
We observe that engineering software of different vendors are equipped with decompilers that can transform a binary control logic into a high-level language source-code. We propose to integrate a decompiler in engineering software with a previously-captured network traffic dump of a control logic to obtain the sourcecode of the control logic. Our solution is Similo, an automated and scalable virtual-PLC framework that does not require manual reverse engineering. Similo utilizes the upload function of an engineering software to achieve the integration. Upload function. The upload is a required functionality (used by control engineers) to retrieve a binary control logic from a PLC remotely, which further triggers a decompiler in engineering software to achieve high-level source code of the control logic.
Generally, when a control engineer runs the upload command in engineering software, it starts a series of request-response messages between a PLC and an engineering software such as session-establishment messages, echo messages, Engineering software first establishes a session with a PLC and then, sends read-request messages to the PLC to read the memory locations of a control logic. In response, PLC sends the data on the requested memory locations (i.e., control logic) to the engineering software in the payload of response messages. After receiving an entire binary control logic, engineering software passes it to the decompiler to trigger decompilation process, which in turn produces the source code in a high-level language.
Virtual-PLC framework. To develop Similo, we assess the communication behavior of the upload function of two engineering software, RSLogix 500 and SoMachine-Basic with three PLCs, Allen-Bradley's MicroLogix 1400 and Mi-croLogix 1100, and Schneider Electric's Modicon M221. We make two interesting observations that show that the communication behavior is deterministic: first, an engineering software always makes a small number of unique requests to retrieve the control logic from a PLC; second, if we send an associated response message from a previous network dump as reply to a request message from engineering software, the next request message from the software will be same as the next request message in the network traffic dump.
Based on these observations, we design Similo using the upload function. Recall that engineering software uses the upload function to retrieve control logic from a PLC memory. Similo on the other hand retrieves control logic from a network traffic (captured during the transfer of the logic). It consists of a virtual-PLC that responds to the upload function queries using a previous network traffic dump of a control logic. It handles dynamic protocol fields in the request-response messages automatically, making it scalable to different PLCs, proprietary protocols and engineering software. For this paper, we test Similo successfully on three different PLCs (Micrologix 1400, MicroLogix 1100 and Modicon M221), two ICS protocols (ENIP, and Modbus) and two engineering software (RsLogix, and SoMachineBasic).
Similo consists of two phases: training, and testing. The training phase provides understanding of dynamic header fields of messages using benign pcap files while the testing phase engages an engineering software to respond to the request messages using the response messages in a network traffic (under investigation) including updating the header fields. Figure 4 presents an overview of the training phase, which consists pairing, comparison and grouping, and optimization steps for identifying dynamic header fields in request-response messages.
Learning/Training Phase
Pairing. Pairing is the first step to identify an instance of a message in a set of two benign pcap files from different sessions that contain same control logic. We assume that the header values of dynamic fields change across multiple sessions. However, their contents (control logic) remain the same since same control logic is used on both pcap files. We use two properties of a message to find same message instance in the pcap files: 1) message length and 2) message content similarity.
Ideally, we have to compare each message of the first pcap file with all messages of the second pcap file to find the best match. However, we optimize this approach by finding a match with 85% threshold (based on our initial experiments) i.e if the length of two messages is same and the similarity is more than 85%, they are considered same and paired together. In our experience, this approach decreases the time taken for learning significantly without affecting the functionality of Similo. Note that pairing is used for initial screening of pcap files and does not assume to achieve 100% accuracy for finding same messages. The results of pairing are further refined in later stages. Figure 4 show the pairing process, where Req (i,1) and Res (i,1) is a request response pair from pcap1 and Req (i,2) and Res (i,2) is a pair from pcap2.
Comparison and Grouping. After pairing similar messages, Similo performs differential analysis on each pair, i.e comparing two messages character by character and records the indices (i.e., locations of bytes) where the values are different. During our experiments, we found that the length of header fields vary in different request messages due to which the offsets of dynamic fields also vary. In order to tackle this, Similogroups messages based on length such that all the messages in one group will have the same header size and structure. There after Similofind the differences of all message pairs in one group which are further processed to get the dynamic fields.
Optimization. In this process, the differences identified between the message pairs in each group are compared with one another and only those indices are selected that are present in more than 50% of messages. Since the initial pairing is not 100% accurate, there is a chance that other than the dynamic header fields, some paired messages may also have little differences in payload too. So the optimization process filters the differences present in payload. For example if the differential analysis of three message pairs of length X has resulted in the following dynamic field indices: (0, 1, 4, 9, 19) ,(0,3,4,15), (1, 3, 4, 22 ) the resultant would be (0,1,3,4), which will represent the offsets of dynamic fields in all the messages in group X. The optimized indices are further divided in different groups based on the adjacency and each group represents one dynamic field such as transaction ID, length etc. These dynamic fields might be incomplete/partially filled but that problem is solved during the testing phase. After these steps, Similo gets the indices of dynamic fields in all the requestresponse messages present in one set of pcap files. The same process is repeated with other pcap files and finally the results of all the files are again compared and analyzed using the majority rule and the information and the resulting dynamic fields, referred to as Learning Phase Dynamic Fields (LPDF), are used in testing phase. Figure 5 shows an overview of the testing phase. After completing the training phase, Similo takes a target pcap file, extracts request and response messages, and then, stores them in database in the form of request and response pairs. Afterwards, it starts the communication server and waits for the message from the engineering software initiated by the upload function. Upon receiving a request, the communication server forwards it to the Identifier. The identifier performs two tasks. First, it finds the same request message (based on content) in the database. Second, it compares the two messages and identifies the dynamic fields between these two request messages. We call them training phase dynamic fields (TPDF).
Testing Phase
The identification is similar to pairing since it uses message length and content similarity. However, at this stage, we have information about the dynamic fields from the learning phase. Note that the dynamic fields are present in the header and the later part contains the control logic. For every request message with the same length as of the new request message, instead of comparing the whole message, the identifier only compares the part that lies beyond the last dynamic field determined by learning phase.
The grouping of messages based on length helps Similo in performing the look up efficiently. The identifier selects the request message with highest similarity with a new request message. It then, passes the request along with the request-response pair from the database to Reconstructor. Similarly, the testing phase dynamic fields are passed to Field analyzer. Field Analyzer. We know the location and tentative size of dynamic fields in a message, however we still have to ascertain the boundary of the fields. To find complete fields, field analyzer compares the dynamic fields from learning phase with the dynamic fields from the testing phase. Specifically, if any dynamic field from the TPDF overlaps, is adjacent to, or is confined in any dynamic field from the LPDF, Field analyzer combines it with the dynamic field from learning phase otherwise it discards it. Figure 6 explains the working of Field Analyzer. In the first case two fields were identified in the testing phase i.e (2,3) and (9). Since (2,3) is overlapping one of the LPDF, it is combined with it resulting in (0,1,2,3) where as (9) is not overlapping, adjacent or confined in any of the LPDF so it is discarded. Similarly the second and third case explains the Adjacent and Confined scenarios.
It is still possible that even after this combination some fields are partly empty. That means the values at those indices remain same in both sessions, thus we do not need to change them for reconstructing the response message. The final dynamic fields are forwarded to Reconstructor. Reconstructor. It is the last component in Similo, which takes request-response messages from the target pcap and the dynamic field offsets from the Field analyzer. The dynamic fields in a target request message are mapped to its paired response message. If the values are same, reconstructor changes the values of dynamic fields in the response message according to the values in the new request message and forwards this message to the communication server. The communication server then sends this response message to the engineering software and waits for next request and so on. This process finally makes the engineering software to recover the control logic from the network dump.
Implementation
We have implemented Similo in python and used scapy [14] for network packet manipulation. During the learning phase, Similo makes dictionaries from the pcap files. The request and response messages are filtered on the basis of IP address and port. The transport layer payloads of request and response messages are converted to hex streams and used as keys and values.
To calculate similarity, we use SequenceMatcher from difflib library [8]. Furthermore, Similo compares both sets of requests and response messages present in each tuple, character by character and the differences are stored in a dictionary, where length of request message represents the key and value is a list of arrays of differences generating from each comparison. These differences are later processed to get the offsets of dynamic fields within a packet via Optimization.
The optimization uses a majority rule to separate the protocol related dynamic fields from the rest. For each message type (based on length), it calculates the number of instances of each offset. If an offset appears in majority (more than 50% or user defined threshold), it is considered as part of dynamic field and used in the testing phase, otherwise, it's ignored.
During our research, we found that generally, the PLCs have fixed ports for communicating with the engineering software e.g Allen-Bradley MicroLogix 1100 and 1400 use port 44818, Modicon M221 uses port 502. Thus, in the testing phase, using the socket library, Similo opens a server socket (communication server) using socket on the default ports of real PLCs and waits for message from the engineering software. After getting a target pcap file from the user, it generates the database i.e dictionary using the method explained.
The identifier is a search function that takes a request message from the server Req (i,n) and iterates on the database keys to finds same request message with different dynamic fields (req t). For this purpose, it uses the length and similarity of static fields. After finding same request from the target pcap Req(i,T), it compares these two requests to find the differences. The Identifier then passes the Req (i,n), Req (i,T) and Res (i,T) to the reconstructor and TPDF to the Field analyzer.
The field analyzer function takes two inputs: LPDF, and TPDF. It iterates over both of them and if any TPDF fields are adjacent, overlap or one is confined in the boundary of a LPDF, it combines the two, otherwise, it ignores the TPDF ( Figure 6 ). The output of this function is an array of arrays containing dynamic field offsets. Finally the Reconstructor function takes the Req(i,n), Req(i,T) and Res (i,T) from the Identifier and the final set of dynamic fields from the Field analyzer. It maps the dynamic fields in Req (i,T) on Res (i,T) to check if the values of dynamic field in the request and response message are same. If it is true, it edits the Res (i,T) by changing the value of dynamic fields according to the new request R(i,n) and forwards the new response message to the communication server, which then sends it to the engineering software. 
Virtual PLC as a Device
Similo establishes and maintains a connection with engineering software as a real PLC. We evaluate it with two engineering software i.e RSlogix and SoMachine Basic and conclude that both software recognize Similo as a device and does not distinguish between real PLC and Similo. Figure 1 shows the outcome of the experiments where Similo is recognized as a real MicroLogix 1100, MicroLogix 1400 and Modicon M221 PLC. The experiments are performed as follows.
To connect Allen-Bradley MicroLogix 1100 and 1400 to the engineering workstation, the user has to manually configure a driver in the RSlinx Classic. For Ethernet communication the user can select either EtherNet/IP driver or Ethernet devices driver. In case of Ethernet device driver the user has to give the IP address of the PLC device while EtherNet/IP driver searches the subnet to discover the PLC devices. In our experiments we configured Ethernet devices driver (AB ETH-1) and gave it the IP address of Similo as shown in red circles in Figure 7a and Figure 7b , Rslinx classic identified Similo as a real MicroLogix 1100 and MicroLogix 1400 PLCs. Similarly, in SoMachine Basic, user can either give the IP address of the PLC or browse the subnet with the help of refresh devices function available (marked in the figure) . In our experiment we provide SoMachine Basic the IP address of Similo. Figure 7c shows that SoMachine Basic identified Similo as a real PLC (TM221CE16R).
Function-level Accuracy
To successfully imitate a real PLC, Similo has to perform three tasks i.e i) establish a connection with the engineering software ii) handle non-control logic messages such as echo, and iii) upon receiving an upload request from the engineering software, correctly uploading the control logic (present in the pcap file). In this section, we evaluate the ability of Similo to establish and maintain a stable connection with the engineering software and upload the correct control logic to the engineering software. Session establishment and maintenance. Note that apart from the transferring control logic, engineering software also sends ping (echo) messages and other functional commands to PLC. To test the robustness of Similo in establishing and maintaining the the connection, we perform the following experiment. Both RSLgix 500 and SoMachine Basic initiates a connection with Similo and keeps it open for few minute without requesting for an upload. During these experiments, Similo maintained the connection successfully in 113 cases. Transfer Accuracy. After establishing and maintaining the session successfully, the next task of Similo is to upload a given control logic in network traffic correctly. As mentioned in section 4, the upload function of engineering software sends a series of read requests to the PLC. In the beginning the engineering software gets the program storage information/metadata of the control logic from At this stage, any changes other than the dynamic fields can disrupt the connection between the engineering software and PLC or damage the integrity of control logic. Our experiments show that Similo identified and edited the dynamic fields successfully while preserving the integrity of control logic being uploaded. Furthermore, we analyze Similo'scapability to reverse-engineer the ICS proprietary protocols. To evaluate the accuracy of Similo, we manually calculated the number of rungs and instructions in each of the 113 control logic files and transferred them one by one with Similo to the engineering software. After each upload, the program was compared with the original files to see if the number of rungs and instructions are the same. To further check the integrity of control logic transferred by Similo, the instructions in original and Similotransferred control logic were compared manually to check their order on the rung. Similarly, the values of other variables, such as timer preset, and timer base were also compared with the original program. MicroLogix 1400. For Allen-Bradley MicroLogix 1400 PLC, 39 ladder-logic programs containing 379 rungs and 1272 instructions were uploaded. Similo showed 100% accuracy in establishing connection, basic communication and control logic upload. Moreover, in all cases, the original programs and the ones uploaded by Similo were identical. Table 4 shows the transfer accuracy of Similo.
MicroLogix 1100. To evaluate the accuracy of Similo on MicroLogix 1100, we used 22 ladder-logic programs of varying complexities containing 252 rungs and 832 instructions. Similo was able to upload all programs with 100% transfer accuracy.
Modicon M221. Modicon M221 was evaluated using 52 different programs in Instruction-list, comprising of 286 rungs and 1678 instructions. These programs varied in terms of complexity ranging from as minimum as one rung and two instructions per program to more than 20 rungs and 100+ instructions per program. During our experiments Similo showed 100% accuracy in uploading the control logic from the pcap files.
Packet-Level Accuracy
One of the main heuristics in developing Similo is the deterministic behaviour of engineering software. The engineering software uses same set of messages to initiate a connection or request for upload. Thus, keeping the deterministic behaviour of the engineering software in mind, if Similo has a complete network traffic of a previous session, it can use it to communicate with the engineering software with a high probability that all request-messages from engineering software can be found in the network traffic. The results from our experiments strengthens this theory.
This section evaluates Similo's ability to identify a given request-message in the database (target pcap file). Table 5 shows the results of packet-level accuracy of Similo. During the process of uploading 52 control logic programs as Modicon M221, Similo received 8800 request messages from the engineering software. Out of these, 8776 message of same as length and average similarity of 99.99 % were present in the database. For the remaining 24 messages, Similo selected the request message with the closest length. In this case the average similarity of 
Forensic Analysis using Similo
To evaluate Similo for a forensic analysis of a real cyberattack, we used two denial of engineering operations (DEO) attacks for Allen-Bradley MicroLogix 1400, presented by Senthival et al. [16] . This section contains the attack summary and execution details along with a forensic analysis using Similo. DEO Attack I: Hiding infected ladder logic (running in the PLC) from engineering software. In the first attack, the attacker performs a manin-the-middle between PLC and the engineering workstation (computer running the engineering software). When a ladder logic program is downloaded to the PLC, the attacker replaces some portion of the original program with malicious logic. When a control engineer attempts to retrieve the program running on the PLC, the attacker intercepts the communication and replaces the infected logic with the original logic. In this way, the engineering software shows the original program and the attacker deceives the engineer successfully. Attack Execution. To achieve the man-in-the-middle, we used ARP poising via Ettercap. The program used for this attack was designed to control the traffic light. It contains three timers, each controlling one of the signal lights (red, orange, green). The goal of the attack is to make a change in the timing of green light. The timer instruction consists of three parameters i.e base, preset and accumulated. The preset value controls the amount of time. So to achieve the goal, when the Control engineer downloads this program to the PLC (MicroLogix 1400), using a custom built Ettercap filter, we change the value of preset from 20 to 80. Now the green light will stay ON for 80 seconds instead of 20. Similarly when the control engineer uploads the ladder logic program from the PLC, we Forensic analysis. To investigate the DEO attack, we use Similo to recover both instances of the control logic in a network traffic capture i.e., one between the engineering software to the attacker, and the other between attacker and the PLC. We utilize MAC addresses to separate the network traffic. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the recovered instances of the control logic, one is original where the other is manipulated by the attacker by changing the timer preset value from 20 to 80. DEO Attack II: Crashing an engineering software. In the second DEO attack, the attacker performs a man-in-the-middle between the PLC and the workstation. Whenever a control engineer tries to upload a ladder logic program from a target PLC, the attacker intercepts the traffic and modifies the ladder logic instructions by adding random noise such as the sequence of 0xFF bytes. Apparently, it fails the decompilation process in engineering software. This DEO attack is a denial of service, which jeopardizes a control engineer's capability to retrieve the program running on the PLC using engineering software.
Attack Execution. Similar to the first attack, the attacker uses ARP poisoning (with Ettercap) to achieve man-in-the-middle. When a control engineer tries to upload the code from a target PLC, the attacker intercepts the communication and replaces a genuine instruction with a malfunctioning one. Figure 10b and Figure 10c show the original and malformed messages.
Forensic Analysis. To investigate the DEO attack, we use MAC addresses to separate the two instance of the control logic, and then utilize Similo to attempt to recover the control logic. To identify malformed control logic packet between engineering software and attacker, we initiate the upload function. However, the malformed packet disrupts the engineering software and makes it unavailable for further communication with Similo. Similo identifies the packet that has caused the disruption since no further communication is possible after the packet is transmitted. Figure 10 shows response message from both benign and manipulated control logic. Figure 10(c) is identified by Similo.
To recover the second (malicious) instance of the control logic between the attacker and infected PLC, Similo utilizes the upload function again and transmit the control logic to the engineering software successfully, resulting in the recovery of the logic to high-level source code.
Related Work
When a PLC is compromised by an adversary, it can have disastrous effect on ICS infrastructures. For instance, Stuxnet damages a nuclear plant physically and it does so by changing the frequency of a motor drive controlling the speed of a centrifuge [6] .
Valentine et al. [17] mentioned that a simple intentional or unintentional error in ladder logic can disrupt the availability and integrity of a target PLC. For example, if output coil is removed in ladder logic, the code will still compile and run on the PLC. However, it will not trigger an intended alarm disrupting the functionality of the PLC.
Kotler et al. [11] say due to limited resources installing an additional program on PLC to check the control logic programs is difficult and it will put extra computational burden on the PLC. The authors propose a method using formal verification to detect malicious or faulty PLC programs. They used NuSMV to perform the formal verification. Cheung et al. proposed [7] a model based intrusion detection technique for SCADA network that monitors Modbus TCP.
Patel et al. recognize [13] that many private protocols exists in SCADA networks. Since most of these proprietary protocols are designed to maximize performance only few of them have built-in security features like message authentication. Attackers can use reverse engineering approach to get the communication and network information.
Beresford et al. [5] presented different way to attack Siemens Simatic S7 PLC by reverse engineering and modifying International Standards Organization Transport Service Access Point protocol (the standard protocol for communicating with and programming all S7 Programmable Logic Controllers made by Siemens). Using a replay attack the attacker can perform all the tasks a normal engineering software do like turning off the CPU, disabling memory protection and uploading new project files to the PLC.
After the attack there are very few tools that can analyze the network capture and extract the control logic transferred during the attack. Moreover the available tools focus on one protocol or control logic language. Senthivel et al. [15] made Cutter, a tool to extract the PCCC traffic from network capture. This tool parses the pcap files according to protocol specific tags. Cutter only extracts the PCCC data from the files so the authors made another tool Laddis, which decompiles the files extracted by cutter to get the high level control logic code from binaries. These tools are developed entirely on reverse engineering and are only limited to PCCC protocol extraction and decompilation. This raises the need of a generic tool which can use network dump to get the high level presentation of control logic and Similo tries to solve that problem
Conclusion
We presented a fully-automated framework Similo to recover a control logic from an ICS network traffic. Similo integrated a previously captured ICS traffic with the decompiler and handled dynamic header fields automatically without manual reverse engineering. We evaluated Similo on three different PLCs and two protocols of two different ICS vendors to show that Similo supported multiple vendors successfully. Furthermore, Similo was evaluated on the denial of engineering operations attacks and recovered the malicious and original control logic from the network traffic accurately.
